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The Work/Education
Quarterly
Published by the Maine Occupational Information
Coordinating Committee

V o l.2 , No. 4

This final issue of the 1982/83 Work Education Quarterly focuses on entrepreneurial
opportunities in Maine, as well as the wide variety of career/lifestyles open to us here.
As party of the diversity of such a topic, also offered are retrospectives, both of a single
career, and of mainstay occupations throughout Maine's vibrant history. Our cover
depicts the everpresent, but byegone techniques of the wood-cutting industry, and a
picture page highlights careers of long ago. Photos were taken from collections at the
Maine State Museum and Hubbard Free Library in Hallowell.
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MAINE CAREER EDUCA TION ASSOCIA TION
W e're a group of dedicated professionals working with adults and young people to improve
their abilities to cope with the changing demands of the workplace.
Use your talents, keep current, and stay involved. Join us now!
Memberships:
Individual: $25 yearly

$15 with organization membership

Organization: $50 yearly
Organization members such as schools, business, community organizations and public
service organizations, will receive consultation on training and program implementation,
notification of conferences and seminars; grant writing assistance, representation at
association meetings, conference and seminar publications and newsletter. Staff of
organization members will be eligible for a reduced membership rate of $15.00 a year.
Individual members will receive conference fee discounts, publications and newsletter,
job search information, opportunities for professional growth.

MEMBERSHIP A PPLICA TION
___________ Please send your informational brochure.
___________ Please enter my membership in the Maine Career Education
Association.
___________ Individual

___________ Organization

Name:___________________________________________________________________________________
Title:_____________________________

Organization: ______________________________________

Business Address:___________________________________________

Telephone:_______________

Home Address:_____________________________________________

Telephone:

Make checks payable to:

Maine Career Education Association
John Baker, President, Pro Tern
Dirigo High School
Dixfield, Maine 04224

The Maine Occupational Information Coordinating Committee insures equal employment,
equal educational opportunities, and affirmative action regardless of race, sex, color,
national origin, religion, marital status, age, or handicap.

THE ENTREPRENEUR
Entre-what? En-tre-pre-neur? W hat is it?
Animal, vegetable, mineral? Something to eat? A
French mountain range?
Okay, so just what is an entrepreneur? And
what do they do?
In dictionary terms, "entrepreneur" means a
person who organizes, operates, and assumes
the risk for business ventures. In everyday terms,
the word connotes going into business for
oneself. Now that we know what it means, we
will try in this article to show you the basic
considerations and steps one needs to evaluate
when deciding whether or not to become an
entrepreneur.
Basic Considerations
The first thing to do is to develop a business
plan:
1. who will be involved;
2. what skills and talents are needed;
3. what will be done or sold;
4. why the person wants to get involved in the
business;
5. when the venture can get started;
6. where the business will locate.
Once these basic questions are answered, the
potential entrepreneur can begin to make
concrete decisions and steps toward developing
his/her business.
Personal Characteristics
If you are going into business for yourself, you
need to take a really close look at your own
personal characteristics. Studies of successful
entrepreneurs have shown that the following
personal characteristics are required to succeed
in private business.
1. am bition— high degree of desire to
succeed, eager, desire for work, activity,
distinction and recognition;
2. ingenuity— being an idea person, creative;
3. ability to accept responsibility— taking
charge of a job and seeing it through;
4. ability to organize

5. tenacity— ability to work long hours,
accept personal sacrifices and frustrations—
fight for survival;
6. enthusiasm— enjoying one's work-liking to
plan, organize, and manage processes and
people;
7. good health— having all the above charac
teristics cannot work unless one has the
good physical and mental health to with
stand the strain of owning and operating a
small business.
W om en
In the past decade more women have gone
into business for themselves. In 1977, the
Women Entrepreneurs Project was funded to
find out what was known about women business
owners—their backgrounds, special skills, and
the problems they encountered in starting and
running a business. Most of the women owned
service or retail business, were sole owners of
their businesses rather than getting involved in
partnerships or corporations, and two-thirds of
the women entrepreneurs described their
businesses as being successful—breaking even
or being profitable. The average age of the
women in the study was 42; they were well
educated: over 80% had more than a high
school education while 35% held a Bachelor's
or higher degree. Most had previous experience
in the business world. 47% of the women were
unmarried. When asked if they had it to do over
again, would they start their own business, 93%
said they would—that running their own
business was too exciting and rewarding to give
up plus, the process had really enhanced their
self concepts. It seems that becoming
independent in business had given each person
in the study a feeling of personal strength and a
greater sense of positive self image.
W h at to Sell
When you begin to think about opening a
business, one of the first questions you need to
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ask yourself is: Is there a market for my product
or service and is it big enough to support my
business? Sometimes a person has a particular
product or service in mind when contemplating
developing a business, while others simply want
to start one but do not know what they will sell.
Marketing research must be done to effectively
decide what will be profitable in a particular
locale. If a person has a particular product or
service in mind, he/she needs to assess the
following:
1. Is your product/service already being sold?
If so, is the market saturated? If not, is there
really a need for your product/service?
2. What will the life cycle of your product/
service be? Every product reaches a peak
and then declines, so the entrepreneur has
to be creative in anticipating need for
change.
3. What are your potential customers like?
What is their age, sex, income, ethnic
group, educational level, occupation,
marital status, family size, location, etc.?
4. W ho will your competition be?
If a person has not decided what to sell, he/she
needs to do a market analysis of a different type.
What things are currently unavailable to
potential customers which they might need or
desire?

Securing finances is another crucial process to
get started. Several sources of finance are open
to business owners. In comparing them, one
must consider the interest rates, how long the
money can be used, consequences of late
payment, and the risk of loss of financial control.
According to figures published by the Small
Business Administration, the average new
business owner supplies over half the funds
needed to get started from personal savings and
Cash Commercial Lending Institutions account
for about 6%. The remaining amount is usually
derived from relatives, friends, and other
sources. Since insufficient funding is one of the
most common reasons for small business failure,
it is terribly important to have enough working
funds to carry on operations until the business is
able to generate its own flow of funds. A
minimum estimate of the amount of time
required for a business to start generating its
own funds is 3-4 months. More common is a 1-2
year period before a business actually starts to
make a profit.
Success/Fa ilure
According to the Small Business Administra
tion, more than 300,000 new businesses are
started each year. About 50% fail within the first
2 years, and after 5 years, 80% will have failed.
A study given before the 93rd U.S. Congress
reported that the factors that determine the
difference between success and failure are, in
this order: money; motivation; determination;
expertise in a particular field; access to expert
advise; and time. The Small Business Administra
tion has found that the largest single cause of
business failure is poor management.
So now you have the scoop on what it takes to
be an entrepreneur, how about it? Going into
business for oneself—taking an idea and running
w ith it — requires c re a tiv ity , am b ition,
management skills, tenacity, financing and a
willingness to face a higher risk of financial
failure.
As you can see, successful entrepreneurs
belong to a unique breed in the working world.
It's no wonder they have such a fancy name.

Financing
A critical consideration in starting a business is
the financial requirements involved. Three basic
costs exist:
1. Start up costs—one time costs that are
required to get the business going such as
cost of buying an existing business, starting
a business from scratch, franchise or license
fees, initial inventory of merchandise or
raw supplies, initial advertising costs, oper
ating capital;
2. Operating expenses—replacement of sold
merchandise, financing credit sales,
salaries, rent and utilities, taxes, sales and
promotion, maintenance, insurances;
3. Business Expansion—new merchandise
lines, added services, changing location,
opening additional outlets, upgrading fix
tures or equipment.
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TINY FLOWERS SUPPORT A LARGE FAMILY
Charles and Anna Cushman are entrepre
neurs.
They have found a way to make a living, right
from their own backyard. Although their
backyard is a little bigger than what the rest of us
are used to, they have turned their home and
farm into a profitable wholesale perennial
supply business.
And besides that, it has worked. Although they
have lived on their 110 acre farm for nearly ten
years, Charlie and Anna have, within the last
three years, turned some of their land and an
avocation into their livelihood. "And, God
willing, this will be the third year we have lived
totally off the profits from the perennials,"
responds Anna proudly. Formerly a teacher of
highschool English ana humanities, Charlie fits
his surroundings and his new business—fields
and fields of perennial plants and flowers. Anna
is extremely knowledgeable and obviously loves
her work. They are a real team.
It began rather simply, they explain. Anna

loved flowers, grew nice gardens, and sort of
happened into selling some of them retail from
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The bulk of their work, and their profit, comes
in the spring. For about three to five weeks in the
spring, the farm is a bee-hive of activity. A crew
of workers come in to help pot the seedlings
which ultimately are sold and delivered for
wholesale re-selling. Once potted, the plants are
arranged, by variety, in blocks of 100 and they
are "out in a w eek." Although Anna concedes
that's a little too quick and the pace a little
frantic, the real busys are over almost as quickly
as they start.
But that's not all there is to do. Each winter,
the Cushmans grow those seedlings in the house
under lights. At about the same time that the
potting and wholesaling is going on, the
seedlings are coming out and going into the
ground, as soon as the soil is tillable. Perennials
the front of her house, located on beautiful Old
Winthrop Road in Wayne, sort of overlooking
Berry Pond. At the same time, she began to
arrange flowers for weddings as a side venture—
"for my sewing and quilting money". The
perennial business lent itself very nicely to
expanding—the plants just naturally spread, and
only have to be separated and loved a little in
order to bloom well another year.
They've learned a lot on their way. "True
perennials," Anna explains, "are those that re
grow each year from their own root stock."
Some people call flowers that bloom every year
perennials, even though they may only re-seed.
It's a different process, Anna explains, and those
flowers are not true perennials, and cannot be
trusted to bloom every year. Big Latin names fall
easily from her lips as she wanders through her
gardens, explaining the little intricacies of each
of the plants, and pointing out enjoyable
features of some, telling stories on others. "You
just sort of learn all the names," she modestly
explains.
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demand for a wildflower specialty business," he
adds. He also figures someone could make a
living from strawberries, raspberries and/or blue
berries. "There's just not enough of any of them
around," he says, "and it only takes three years
for a raspberry stand to mature."
The entrepreneur gets to set his or her own
lifestyle. Like the Cushmans have. They love the
land, they work the land, and their paycheck
comes from their perennials. If you've a yen to
go farming and a little ingenuity to go along with
it, give Charlie and Anna Cushman a call and go
visit. They're an inspiration for us all.
—Diane Salisbury

are used to spending all winter under the
ground, so early frosts and cold soil are not as
much of a threat as they are to other gardens.
These plants grow bountifully all summer long,
spend a quiet winter, and in the spring, are
potted ana sent to greenhouses and Agways to
be retailed.
Currently 14 acres of fields hold nearly 200
varieties of perennials. Seven of those acres are
under cultivation. And believe it or not, bugs are
no problem, except to the delphiniums. For the
most part, the Cushmans use no sprays or
chemicals, only once in a while when the
delphiniums need a little help. Those flowers
also need to wait a little longer in the spring to
be potted, Anna explains.
The whole Cushman family gets in on the act.
The teenage Cushman children help weed, pot,
deliver and generally participate in the business.
Anna acknowledges that it might be nice to have
some additional staff to help with weeding and
delivering, but for the most part, they make do.
Charlie hooks up a U-Haul to the back of his
pick-up truck and drives whole days to deliver
the plants, even though he doesn't really like
that part of the business a whole lot. The day I
visited the farm, Anna's back was a little sore
from weeding, and I'm sure she doesn't like that
a whole lot. She also envisions a greenhouse
soon, as she would love to get the seedlings and
that whole process out of her new kitchen.
But the joy of self fulfillment, of the love of
their land, and of their work is evident on the
faces and in the spirits of the Cushmans. Each
plant has been watched, weeded, commented
on, used in bouquets or reproduced to gladden
the gardens of people who appreciate the
beauty and the simplicity of perennials. And
retail customers who come directly to the farm,
are greeted enthusiastically, and walk through
the gardens, accompanied by Charlie or Anna,
wheelbarrow in hand, to dig up the desired
plant.
Anna explains that some people wonder why
two college educated people choose to spend
their time and energies farming. But without that
education, we wouldn't be able to write the kind
of letter that gets us a wholesaling market at all
the K-Marts or Agways, she adds. Their
conceptual framework of the land, and a
creative process of uprooting the plants before
the potting people come along to pot them—all
point to their knowledge of business practices.
Charles also offers hints to those who might
consider a farming venture. "There are great
opportunities for someone to go into
landscaping perennials, as well as a great
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THE ENTREPRENEUR—
BORN, BRED OR
BASHED INTO SHAPE?
By Lloyd D. Brace, jr.
"K n o w Thyself"
(Inscription on The Oracle of Delphi)

(Editor's note: Lloyd Brace is a bona-fide
entrepreneur. He graduated from MIT in 1956
with a combination B.S. degree in business and
engineering (chemical engineering). For ten
years, he worked for United Shoe Machinery
Corporation in several locations, including
Frankfurt, Germany. He developed his own little
business within that larger one when he
designed and marketed a "Thermogrip Electric
Glue G un," which is available at your local
hardware store. Management centralization
eventually frustrated him and he left. Since then
he has done a variety of financial consulting in
the Boston, Massachusetts area and most
recently for the Maine Capital Corporation and
Maine Development Foundation, both in
Augusta. He is currently at work on a project to
enable small businesses to form a telephone
cooperative. He lives in Readfield and grows
nice vegetables on the side.)
"O ne who organizes, owns, manages and
assumes the risks of a business" is the way the
big Oxford dictionary defines "entrepreneur".
Those four verbs involve more energy,
commitment and talent than most people are
prepared to devote to their work. Many young
people who have seen entrepreneurs up close in

their lives (a father, uncle, employer, etc.) will
say, "I want to be an entrepreneur." To them I
will say "You may already be one, so take a look
at yourself." Others, from the same observations
will conclude, "N o way would I be an
entrepreneur!" To them I would say, "You may
already be one, so take a good look at yourself."
Let us talk first about what an entrepreneur is
not. He's not a gambler. Gamblers have a
peculiar addiction to the sensation that goes
along with committing money to pure chance.
Entrepreneurs hate pure chance. They like to
manage risk by understanding it better than
most people. It is said that entrepreneurs
succeed by taking risks. The statement errs
through brevity. Tack onto it ". . . under
thoughtful management", and you've got it
right. Lots of people avoid risk altogether. There
are very few entrepreneurs among them, and no
gamblers.
About 20 years ago some psychologists at MIT
(Massachusetts Institute of Technology) ran an
experiment among schoolboys from Boston and
its suburbs, boys from all sorts of backgrounds.
First all the boys' different traits and
backgrounds were noted. Then the boys were
invited to play a special kind of ring-toss game,

like the one at carnival midways. The difference
was that there was only one target and the score
was weighted for distance. The farther away you
were the bigger the score for throwing the ring
on the peg. The conservatives were all down
front getting small scores on almost every throw.
The gamblers were way back, shooting for the
one big score. The kids whose personal profiles,
regardless of slum or suburban backgrounds,
were most likely successful entrepreneurs, were
in the middle. They won some and they lost
some but they had found that they could apply
skill to the game and were racking up the most
points.
Entrepreneurs are not primarily after big
money. The score is usually kept in dollars, but
people who know they want to get rich usually
get into some kind of trading -stocks and bonds,
big time real estate, commodity trading, oil and
mineral leases and so forth. It's not that
entrepreneurs don't like money. It's just that
they are interested in "the game", not the
stakes.
To make clearer what it takes to be an
entrepreneur, let us translate the word into the
English "enterpriser." He makes an enterprise.
He's enterprising. Somebody like that has some
traits he was born with, some that were
strengthened by his early upbringing and some
that were knocked into him in his teens,
twenties and thirties.
The premier trait of an entrepreneur is Godgiven energy. It's being "full of beans." The
young entrepreneur-to-be doesn't just build any
old raft on a seashore holiday. He figures out
how to lever down huge driftwood logs from
way above high tide, remembers the tangled ball
of wire from the last trip to the dump and puts
two days into building a floating fortress that he
camps out on. An enterpriser needs this energy,
because as major domo of a business, he is the
underpinning and last resort. At 5 p.m. his
employees go home. If he's got a baffling new
problem, he's got to learn a new subject well
enough to get the mental tools to solve it. It takes
energy to look up or seek out the things he
needs to know at such a time.
The next things needed are a pair of inherited
capacities — for abstract analysis and for
practical synthesis. In other words, the
entrepreneur has to be able to understand the
real meaning behind confusing detail. He then
should find himself putting together facts and
observations he's gathered into relationships
that "nobody ever imagined before." These
traits lead into many other careers as well —
constitutional law, science, politics and

literature, for a few examples. But if the budding
enterpriser doesn't have them, his mind will not
be able to pierce the risky-looking maze of
circumstance and see the workable concept
behind it.
Now for the "bred-in" part of an enterpriser's
nature. "Breeding" in people means values and
attitudes, what your parents put into your head
and heart by what they do and say during the
first ten years of your life. It's a big subject and
we can't list it all here, but can only try to hit
some high spots. Here's a list:
Pride of workmanship — liking to do a good
job just for the sake of it.
Integrity — not being two-faced. Being
consistent in the way your values come out in
what you do and say.
Constancy or persistence — the conviction
that no matter how big the pile of work is or how
mystifying the problem is, mind and hand can
see one through to the resolution if steady
application is behind them.
Humility — a recognition that while one may
be gifted in certain ways, he's not big enough to
be gifted in all ways. Knowing and snowing that
others' traits and talents have crucial value in
one's enterprise.

A slightly fatalistic sense of perspective —
Entrepreneurs have their ups and downs. For much
of their working lives they may not have a steady
paycheck. Like farmers, trappers, gold prospectors
and fishermen, they need to have a certain faith
about the long pull. Enterprisers remember quite
often that they came into the world wet, broke and
naked and that their departure will be quite similar.
They know that having a big house with stereo,
Jacuzzi and a gorgeous menu served by an equally
fabulous mate are not essential preconditions or
accompaniments to their activity. If they are lucky,
they'll wait awhile for the house, listen to an FM
portable, take showers, and if married, have a
patient, working spouse.
Finally, one should attend the school of hard
knocks for a while, but not too long a while.
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Every experience can contribute something to
this fund of perception on which an enterpriser
will draw.
I have to close on the "mystery" ingredient of
entrepreneurship — luck. W e need to recognize
that there is an element of it in the forces
shaping our paths in life. Most people conceive
of luck simply as blind chance, a cosmic lottery
that brings electrocution from a faulty appliance
or a mineral find on the back forty. That's a part
of it, but luck has another facet that can be
polished by attitude and wit. That kind of luck is
the general richness of opportunity that is
uncovered when one is ready for it all by being
curious, imaginative, energetic—all the other
things an entrepreneur is made of.

Experience, wide ranging exposure to the way
the world is, brings "street smarts" to the
entrepreneur's kit of tools. Kids who "try things"
can gather a wealth of experience before they're
20. If born with curiosity and imagination, they'll
be processing that experience into wisdom
which will fuel their judgment of risk. Youthful
experience is usually gained more cheaply,
because the seeker tends to be more resilient.
It's good experience to sign on as a piecework
apple picker or blueberry raker. One learns a
thing or two about how tough it is to get some
money together. One learns about learning
curves of skills. One gains respect for those of
different, perhaps less affluent, background,
who have some talent far beyond one's own.

CREATIVITY ALLOWS
UNIQUE LIFESTYLE
by Kathleen Rogers Wall

(EDITOR'S NOTE:
Kathy Rogers Wall underwent traditional
education to be a nurse, and succeeded quite
well as nurse and administrator until she
decided the conventional life was not for her. In

this article, she describes an alternative life style
for herself, Alex and the two kids, blending
education with child care, farming and
"outside" professional work.)
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The possibilities of what one does at home are
endless, and it all comes under the heading of
CREATE. Then, one good thing leads to another
once you get started.
Both Alex's grandparents and mine had been
farmers, and it was something we always had
wanted to do. At home, I had developed into a
rather good cook, and this fostered my desire for
fresh, whole, nutritious foods.
It was only "natural" (forgive the pun) to go
organic. W e decided that we could tolerate a
few bugs here and there in exchange for cleaner
foods. The evidence for carcinogens in our
foods is increasing. I spent a great deal of time
reading and studying different methods of
homesteading and gardening, and began to
experiment with our small plot.
W e revived an old apple tree to produce cider
and applesauce. W e raised rabbits and fresh
pork, installed a woodburning stove and began
our journey back to "grass roots". An 82-yearold neighbor gave me the basics of applying
wallpaper. Canning, jellying, drying foods, root
cellaring . . . from all this hard work came an
incredible sense of self-worth, accomplishment
and a growing knowledge of self-sufficiency.
Then, four years ago, Alex found a job that he
liked in Augusta, Maine, and we bought a
55-acre farm. The further knowledge of
"alternative life style" that we have developed
since then encompasses many things, a real
forging ahead through the adventure of life, and
most of all a search for a particular quality of life.
Those marvelous barns were not meant to
merely adorn the landscape. They once held
animals that fed people. W e had brought a
pregnant goat with us. Our son was allergic to
cow's milk, so I milked a goat for three years.
W hy didn't I buy a commercial soy milk? It's
true that it would have been easier, but I
remembered that when I first started nursing, we
used to feed goat's milk to many ulcer patients
and people with food allergies. It was a non
chemical, relatively inexpensive way to solve
the problem. . . and the goat kids were very
personable pets for our own kids.
W e later purchased a couple of sheep, several
chickens, turkeys and rabbits. For a short time,
we had horses but they were not financially
feasible to maintain. Since we don't farm with
them, they were a luxury we could not afford.
W e also have raised pigs. Our experiences
raising these creatures have been both
humorous and tragic, but we have made it. One
has not dined until one has tasted "home
grown" meats. This part of returning to the past

is a strong success. W e have divided the labor: I
do most of the day-to-day animal caring, while
Alex maintains fencing, fields and slaughtering.
W e started doing our own slaughtering,
cutting and wrapping of pork and lamb. More
recently, we have found it more economical
time-wise to kill the animal and transport it to
the local butcher. The lard goes into annual
soap-making which yields a cheap, effective
soap for cleaning. The lamb fat (tallow) gets
saved for candles. Animal skins are all saved and
used for something. For the most part, if we
don't raise it, we don't eat it. The chickens
eventually find their way into the soup pot, and
we have frozen large catches of pollock from the
sea.
One of the great challenges of an alternative
lifestyle is to try to recycle everything possible.
In our home, there is no such thing as garbage.
Old bones are buried, leftovers go to the
chickens, and even old wrapping paper is
carefully ironed and put away for reuse.
Vacuum cleaners that are no longer useful are
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taken apart by Alex for salvage parts. When
something goes from our house to the dump, it
is really junk!!
I became involved in an alternative school
through a similarly "natural" process. Our
daughter, at 4, was reading, and was ready to
begin school. I inquired at the public school,
and was told about the New Day School in
Readfield. I went for a look—and wasn't
prepared for a one-room schoolhouse. At that
time I didn't have an educational philosophy
about my children.
Jennie began experimentally. She went three
mornings a week for reading and math, which
she thoroughly enjoyed. She worked at her own
pace, and as time went by, she wanted more
and more time at school. Since my background
was administrative, and the school needed a
volunteer to do such work, I started helping out.
My daughter, and now my son, have led me
down a path that I never dreamed of before.
Since that time four years ago, I have read and
studied education of all types. I have talked to
parents, teachers, and administrators. I have
become educated and informed, visited other
schools across the country, and have helped to
institute many changes. I have also grown as a
parent and a person.
As an alternative parent, I have also come to
recognize some attitudes in such parents toward
their children. There is usually a greater amount
of decision sharing, and there is less of an
attitude of he/she is "iust a child". Most of them
spend more time reading and teaching with their
children. At New Day, the kids began to come to
me with questions about hearth and their
bodies. Soon, small groups were gathering for
discussions. Ultimately, I was asked to do classes
in first aid, health, kids diseases. Later, teachers
asked me if I would teach courses that I enjoyed,
such as biology, conservation and ecology.
I taught for several terms at the school, and
then decided to expand the students'
experiences. I moved classes to our farm, where
we could watch crops and animals grow, and
learn more about nature in a hands-on manner.
The response was wonderful! I had students
looking at wildflowers while others studied
lizards, and still others peered into microscopes
or studied the habits of bees. The change from
school walls, even those of an alternative
school, stimulated everyone, myself included.
The 4-H allowed us to use their animal literature
and slides. I got so excited about my "Science
Farm" that I opened a summer program for all
area students. Those who have participated

have enjoyed the openness, and have walked
away with new experiences.
Needless to say, I love working with children.
But, one needs adult exchanges also. This need,
coupled with a strong desire to do "medical
w ork" again, led me to my newest venture.
I sent out my resume, highlighting my research
work, to medical professionals within 30 miles.
The cover letter stated that I would help them
organize and research their work for
publication. I waited three to four weeks and
finally got some response. I am now researching
literature for a local gastroenterologist as an
extension of the Applewynd Farm Science
project. This brings income to my educational
projects.
Superwoman I am not, but I am able to
organize my time and set priorities for my
lifestyle. There are common themes in ail of my
various works:
My family is the first priority. Therefore,
whatever I do demands that I master my own
time in order to be readily available to them.
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Education is common to all of my projects.
Education for my family, myself, or my
colleagues.
The kids are benefiting from all projects, and
that supports the mother role.
I am continually challenged, and life is never
dull.
I have tried to give a busy-bee's eye view of
my alternative lifestyle, particularly here in
Maine. I believe in the value of the lives of old
timers—when people took the time to touch the
soil and spend time with their children. The
most valuable gift a parent can give a child is
time, and it is the hardest to give. I don't believe
that you can be "too close" to your kid.
My total philosophy embraces "naturalness".
W e are surrounded by those who would have us
give up our needs for theirs. If we abdicate
without thought, we lose the power that is
naturally ours. Alternative to me means that one
always has the obligation to question. W e have
become a confused society and we need to
question what is going on.
Nature, for me, has allowed me to discover
areas of peace and strength I was not aware of.
To feed my family from the garden, being able to
predict the weather, and read signs of the
seasons. The moments given to my children will
live on—plastic toys do not. Their hearts will
always return to jam and jellies, and berry
picking, and snitching fresh peas from the
garden. Their memories will be filled with quiet,
and clean, and the laughter of mud puddles after
the rain. It's for them, this life we lead—it's the
gift of life.

A CAREER RETROSPECTIVE
By Catherine Buchan
Graduating from Antioch College in 1932, not
many of us thought in terms of "pursuing a
career." The economy had plunged into the
worst year of the Great Depression, and we
were looking forward to a very bleak future.
Most of us had no career choices for there were
literally no jobs.
My own college work experience had
included a year in an architect's office, one in a
department store and two years with the
Antioch Shoe Project—promoting both the
College and the sale of Antioch shoes. I had a
major in English literature, a minor in geology
and had taken one course in early childhood
education.

Although I had sent out letters to private
schools (at the instigation of my faculty advisor),
I didn't want to teach. I soon found out that no
one else wanted me to either. Finally in
September, my B.A. degree proved useful—it
won me a job at Macy's in New York selling
curtains!
By the summer of 1938, I was living in rural
Connecticut and the mother of a small daughter
who needed companions. I started a small
playgroup which led to the founding of Wilton
Cooperative Nursery School. It began on the first
floor of my house, and now in its 44th year,
occupies its own building. I taught the youngest
group for two years.
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Teacher's salaries at that time weren't great,
and I found myself in debt when my daughter
enrolled in college. I had heard that American
schools in Europe were offering more adequate
salaries. So I applied. I was offered the principalship of two American schools not yet organized,
in two half-finished towns, in a very remote part
of Venezuela. The salary was more than three
times what I was earning! I was astounded, then
challenged.
A quick course at Trinity College in school
administration, and I was off to Puerto Ordaz on
the Orinoco River for three marvelous years.
My education—getting and giving—continued
when I returned to New York. I finished up work
on a Master's Degree at New York University
while teaching at a nearby progressive school, I
later served as head of the Lower School at
Columbia Grammar and Preparatory School for
five years. Back in Connecticut, I was offered
(and accepted) a job reorganizing and
revitalizing a small private day school.
That teaching experience lasted six years and
ended when we moved to Hallowell, Maine.
After that fast gallop through 40 years, there
are several things I might say. For people my
age, the Depression made an enormous
difference. It slowed the development of our
careers. It lasted nearly ten years and blasted a
lot of hopes as well as lives. As I attended my
fiftieth class reunion last summer, the thought
was daunting. But I felt neither nostalgic, nor
like a survivor who had earned the right to a
comfortable backwater.
No matter how well planned one's life may
be, it is the fortuitous event, like the teacher
training course program was for me, which can
so often lead in a new direction. Finally, I made
some wise choices, some choices not so well
thought out, but the best decisions were those
which took me back to school so often.

World W ar II intervened, and I spent a lot of
time traveling and working for the Red Cross in
many different places.
But in 1946 I found myself back in Connecti
cut, once again looking for a way to earn a
living. At that time, there was a severe shortage
of teachers, and the State Board of Education
came to a "radical" decision—it set up the
Emergency Teacher Training Program. It offered
teaching positions to any college graduate who
would agree to take thirty additional, under
graduate credits in education. Here was a
choice at last! I left my office job (the only one I
had been able to find), went to Danbury
Teacher's College that summer and faced my
first fourth grade in September.
It was exhausting, but very satisfying, and I
discovered that it was really what I wanted to
do. So I spent the next four years in elementary
teaching.

(EDITOR'S NOTE: At the time this article was
written, Mrs. Buchan was enrolled in an archa
eology course through the University of Maine.)
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Granite
Granite was used as foundation stone, mill
stones, and door steps. In the 1800's in Hallowell
particularly, it was easily prepared and easily
transported. Cornice stones for Quincy Market in
Boston came from the Hallowell quarry between
1815-1827. One of the earliest buildings built
entirely of Hallowell granite was the State Capitol
at Augusta, at a cost of $138,991.34. Early
quarrying was done without the use of blasting
power and the stone was split off with "rising
wedges." Later, one charge of power was set off
at a time, which produced large, irregular masses
of rock which had to be worked down to required
proportions. As the workingmen became more
familiar with the blasting powder, more elaborate

" Knowledge", in front of carving and stone sheds
in Hallowell.

" Knowledge", created in sections, is readied for
crating by granite workers.
A granite quarry in operation
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methods were developed and the quarryman
became a highly skilled workman. By 1897 there
were 55 men employed in the stone quarries and
related work in Hallowell, 260 in the quarries
alone. Between then and 1910 there were brief
spurts of activity, but 1910-1930 saw gradual and
eventual decline.

Shipping Days
In the early part of the 19th century, ships were
constructed in the state of Maine that sailed to far
corners of the earth bringing great profits to their
owners. Shipbuilding increased by leaps and
bounds along the Kennebec when Congress

Logging Days
Log-driving companies used the Kennebec
River in centuries past as a main artery to run logs
to Moosehead Lake, where the logs of all the mill
owners were assembled, ready to be run down to
the many sorting booms.

Icing Days
At the start of the ice business, a person was
heard to remark: "They have a business now for
which there will never be a replacement." And
for the fifty years between 1870 and 1920, the
harvesting and shipping of ice along the
tidewater region of the Kennebec River was a
sprawling, booming business that gave work to
every able-bodied man and boy in the area. But
its decline was as rapid and spectacular as its
growth and by the early twenties, the industry
had practically vanished.
Today there is barely a trace of the "ice fever"
which once kept men working 24 hours a day in
temperatures often way below zero—sometimes
on dangerously thin ice—scraping and cutting
and harvesting the crop as the rising and falling
tidewater made the field crack and groan
beneath them.
(Historical information taken from Historic
Hallowell, published 7962, Kennebec Journal
Print Shop; and Tidewater Ice of the Kennebec
River by Jennie G. Everson.)
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WORK EDUCATION RESOURCE CENTER
NEW PUBLICATIONS
The Work Education Resource Center is a
collection of career education materials
developed to support career education activities
within school, manpower, human services, and
correctional institutions. Materials are cata
logued alphabetically and according to the eight
elements of career education in order to assist
users with programmatic guidance in use of the
materials. The Center has recently released
several publications which are aimed at these
goals. Copies of the publications are available
hrough the M OICC Office, Statehouse Station
T
#71, Augusta, Maine 04333.
Career Information Delivery System
A Programmatic Assessment of the Career
Information Delivery System W ithin a Variety
of Career Guidance Settings—This publication
is available in two published reports. One is the
Executive Summary and limits itself to three
parts.
The report was authored by John Moran,
Consultant, Planning, Research, Evaluation Unit
of the Department of Educational and Cultural
Services for the M ain e O ccu p a tio n a l
Information Coordinating Committee.
The PRE unit contracted with M OICC to
review the CIDS (Career Information Delivery
System) in 17 public school sites and seven
organizations responsible for rehabilitation, job
training, job placement and post secondary
programs.
The reviews were designed to gather
information through interviews and question
naires on the extent of use being made of the
CIDS with different audiences. The information
presented in this report is intended to aid
M O ICC in organizing in-service programs for all
organizations sponsoring the CIDS.
The report outlines extensive information
gathered and compiled during the course of
study and concludes with a commendation of
M OICC for their vision in creating the CIDS, and
a comment from a student user of CID S—'T he
CIDS does everything but your homework."

To be most effective, the CIDS should be a
part of a comprehensive learning process
involving the eight elements of career
education. But those educators surveyed
indicated that the elements of educational
awareness, employability skills, and self
awareness were the most needed by public
school students. This guide emphasizes the most
requested elements, but touches to some degree
on all the career education elements. Activities
range from "Ten Tips on Job Applications" to
"Twenty Loves"—statements of "I love to. . ."
that help create self awareness.
Sections also deal with encouraging staff
involvem ent, student use, parent and
community involvement, as well as promoting
nontraditional role exploration.
Using CID S in Vocational Rehabilitation—
This booklet is the result of a M OICC survey of
clients and counselors in the Bureau of Rehabili
tation to assess clients' and counselors' career
information needs.
The results of the surveys, when combined to
present a hierarchy of need among the eight
career elements, showed needs across all
elements. The greatest needs were in the
Decision Making Skills, Career Awareness,
Employability Skills, Education Awareness, and
Self-Awareness elements.
The materials in the booklet are specifically
designed for vocational rehabilitation clients.
Vocational rehabilitation counselors serve two

Using CID S In Secondary Schools—This
guide has been developed based on a survey
completed by people who are using CIDS
(Career Information Delivery System) in public
schools. The chapters and subtopics in the guide
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client populations. Habilitation clients are those
with congenital conditions and developmental
disabilities. The adventitiously handicapped are
the rehabilitation clients. Persons in both situa
tions face a complex economic system, and will
be in need of a number of career-related
awareness and coping skills. A major premise for
the organization of the CIDS initially was that an
individual must have sufficient access to occupa
tional information prior to making life and career
decisions.
The CIDS provides a tremendous opportunity
for people to gather data in their life and career
planning process. The M OICC further realizes
the need to present additional materials to
personalize the process. Counselors and
vocational rehabilitation clients should find this
guide helpful in organizing and presenting
career exploration activities.

high school student entering the work world for
the first time; a person already working that
wants to make a change; or someone who may
not have been working for a number of years
who now seeks to work again.
This filmstrip profiles how CIDS benefited the
lives of four people from four different back
grounds. Through these examples, others will
see how CIDS can help them define and focus in
on their own future.
For brochures with more information about
these films, or to make arrangements to borrow
them, please contact Denis Fortier, CIDS
Manager, MOICC, Statehouse Station #71,
Augusta, Maine 04333.

A Guide to Community Based Learning:
Using the Community for Learning and Career
Exploration— This booklet was published by
M OICC as a training and implementation hand
book. The text was developed by the North East
Educational Consortium and adapted to include
use of Maine's Career Information Delivery
System as part of the career development
component of the community based learning
process.
The booklet is divided into three sections. The
first consists of a listing of the component
concepts of Community Based Learning and
brief notes on the purpose of each of the
components. It is laid out in such a way as to
provide quick reference to forms and other
materials contained in the final section of the
workbook.
Once the basic concepts of CBL are
understood, they can be arranged in a variety of
specific forms, depending upon the needs of a
particular educational institution. The second
section of the workbook consists of a brief
explanation of each of the component concepts
of CBL.
The third part of the booklet consists of a
variety of forms and other materials that may be
used in implementing CBL. The first five are
labeled essential, noting those which are
necessary if the process is to function as
designed. The rest of the third section consists of
materials, samples of materials, or suggestions
for resources. The forms are intended to
function as a guide and series of reminders to
anyone implementing Community Based
Learning, once a person has gone through the
initial training program. This publication is only
available to individuals participating in CBL
training.

The Maine Career Information Delivery
System (CIDS) also offers three filmstrips
explaining various facets of the system.
The first—The Maine Career Information
Delivery System— is geared for Kiwanis, Rotary
and Lions Clubs, city council, educators, Girl or
Boy Scout leaders, YMCA/YWCA, school
boards, Chambers of Commerce, state legisla
tors, 4-H leaders, parents and students.
It reviews the development and application of
Maine's CIDS, a resource designed to help
students and adults explore and make decisions
regarding their career options. At more than 100
sites in Maine, users can tap information through
computer terminals or microfiche files
concerning hundreds of different jobs, colleges,
vocational-technical schools, graduate schools,
financial aid opportunities and even military
careers.
The program is designed as a sound filmstrip
presentation with an accompanying audio
cassette.
The second—M aine Occupational M icrofiche
Library— provides its viewers with a step-by-step
introduction to the use and application of the
library. It is designed to introduce the use of the
library to students in Maine's junior and senior
high schools. It is also suitable and recom
mended for use by adults who are in career
transition or entering the work world for the first
time.
A third film—The Career Information Delivery
System—A W ay To See Your Future— is
designed for anyone trying to decide on what
career they may want to follow. It could be a
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CURRICULUM CORNER
By Maine Career Education Association

As in all Work Education Quarterlies, the Curriculum Corner provides ideas for career
education activities to try out in your classroom. If you have tried other activities, we'd like to
hear about them, and possibly use them in future publications. Please send them to Steve
Thompson, Maine Occupational Information Coordinating Committee, Statehouse Station
#71, Augusta, Maine 04333.

Primary grades—
Have a discussion with students about what is
necessary to start a lemonade stand. What are
the steps involved to get it going, as well as the
materials and equipment needed? Ask if any
students actually have ever had a lemonade
stand. How did they feel about it? Was it fun?
tiring? boring? exciting?

student in the class held a position in the
business, either on the assembly line, as an
advertiser, a packager, a bookkeeper, etc. Each
student had also had to apply and interview for
the job he or she held. When the project was
over, the business had made a profit, paid back
the bank loan and spent the profit on a class
picnic.

Grades 7-12—

Grades 3-6—
Almost any grade level can gain a wealth of
information and experience when a class starts
its own business. When Beth Supranovich,
current president of M aine T each er's
Association, taught a combination third-fourth
grade class in Bangor, she did a nine-week unit
on starting and operating a business. First the
class decided as a group what they would
do-—make necklaces. Then they had to
determine what capital they needed to get
started, so they did comparison shopping in two
craft supply stores. Then they had to come up
with the money to buy the materials, so they
went to Merrill Bank to finance a loan. Each

Any student interested in being an
entrepreneur should study the process
thoroughly—first by researching what goes into
it, the hard work, the benefits, the risks. Then he
or she should talk to some entrepreneurs, if
possible, to get first hand information
particularly about what it feels like to be an
entrepreneur, how it affects one's lifestyle. Job
shadowing, following an entrepreneur at work
for an entire day, is an invaluable way of
learning about an occupation. In schools wnere
community based learning is practiced, many
learning experiences could be developed in this
field.
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